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"Deductive Plan Formation in Higher-Order Logic" 
J. S. DARLINGTON 
A resolution-based theorem prover has been shown to be able to generate 
answers to questions concerning data expressed in first-order predicate 
logic. Darlington has extended this procedure by employing a form of 
"higher-order" logic, resulting in more efficient construction of an answer. 
The basis for the higher-order logic is a more sophisticated matching 
procedure when attempting unification of two strings, one or both of the 
two containing some functional expression. More precisely, each argument 
of the functional expression is allowed to match any subexpression of the 
other string, and a lambda-abstraction is performed whenever a match 
succeeds. The procedure is demonstrated on the classic "blind-hand" 
problem, but the real advantage is seen when applied to "program generation" 
or "plan formation" in which a loop is involved. An appropriate loop axiom 
is introduced, based on a formulation of the loop using mathematical induc- 
tion, and the resolution-based theorem prover is then used to solve the 
problem. 
The resulting program generation of an algorithm to compute 2n is 
impressively efficient, and indicates the advantage of using higher-order 
logic. However, the future of such an approach surely must be questioned, 
especially in the area of automatic program generation. The process is still 
rather time-consuming, and its class of solvable problems is rather limited. 
As Darlington admits, several areas need considerable improvement. But 
hopes of sufficient improvement of unification strategies, for instance, seem 
dim compared with promises of some newer aIternative approaches. 
PAUL R. HUDAK 
"Proving Compiler Correctness in a Mechanized Logic" 
R. MILNER AND R. WEYHRAUCH 
In this paper the first application of LCF (a logic for computable functions 
based on Dana Scott's Logic) to proving compiler correctness for simple 
ALGOL-like language is described and a (partly mechanized) proof of 
correctness of a compiling algorithm for arithmetic expressions i  presented. 
The idea for formulation of compiler correctness adopted here was first 
